Abstract. In this article we analyze suitable dimension functions for the measure of fractal sets associated to certain absolutely convergent series of vectors of R" . The complex binomial series provides an example of a family of fractals, all of them with the same Hausdorff dimension but with a totally ordered family of suitable dimension functions indexed by a parameter with range in a real interval. We also show a construction, based on sets associated to series, to obtain fractal sets with given dimension function.
Introduction
We start by recalling that the set ^ of dimension functions is the set of functions /: R+ U {0} -► R+ U {0, 00} , monotonic increasing and continuous on the right. There is a Hausdorff measure H* for each / e 3? which is defined in the following way: for every A C E" and S > 0 we define Hfs(A) = inf lYf(\Ui\): {£/,} is a countable 8 -cover of A 1
I ;€N J (we use \U\ for diameter of U). Then
Hf(A) = limHf(A).
<5-0
A partial ordering can be defined in %? by f^g#limg(t)/f(t) = 0.
If / ■< g then Hf(C) < 00 implies H'(C) = 0 and H*(C) > 0 implies Hf(C) = 00. For f(x) = Xs, 5 > 0, H-f is the usual Hs measure. One identifies the dimension function xs with its exponent s, so that xs -< x' is equivalent to s < t. For a detailed account of dimension functions and their associated measures see [1] .
Let YJ°f, a, be an absolutely convergent series of vectors of K" . The set C=Jx>:/cn| is the set associated to J^i ai • Under certain conditions on the series, C is a fractal set. Some of its properties (among them its Hausdorff dimension) have been analyzed in [2] . Sets of this kind appear as the support of the limit distributions of infinite convolutions of discrete measures (see [3] [4] [5] )-there being open problems about the absolute continuity of the limit distribution.
The set C can be decomposed, for every k e N, as C= (J {x + Ck+}, 
Dimension function for fractal sets associated to series
The scaling between the diameters |C^| and \Ck+i\ is not independent of k (except in the case in which a, = cr' with r eC or r e R). For this reason sets associated to series provide a simple example of an essentially nonselfsimilar deterministic family of fractals. The dimension functions xs do not satisfactorily measure the sets associated to series. Our aim in this section is to show how we can obtain, in some cases, other dimension functions more appropriated.
Theorem. Let £ a, be an absolutely convergent series in R" , C its associated set, and f e %*. Then:
(i) Liminff(2Ri)pi = s =■ Hf(C) < s.
(ii) Liminff(Rj)pj = s > 0 and |a,| > /?, for all i large enough => Hf(C) >0.
Proof, (i) Fix 8, e > 0 and take k such that \Rk\ <8 and f(2Rk)pk < s + e.
Then \JxeC-{x + Ck} is a <5-covering of C. Hence, Hfs(C) < Y /(I* + C*+D ^ fV*k)Pk <s + e.
xecLetting e and 8 go to zero we get H^(C) < s.
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(ii) This proof is an adaptation of [2, Proof of Theorem 3]. The steps for both proofs are the same, but here we must deal with the problems derived from the overlapping, compatible with our hypothesis |a,| > /?, (in [2] such possibility was denied by the assumption limsup/?,/|a,| < 1).
As in the quoted reference, the first step is to prove that, for any ball B of radius p, we can select apeN such that Rp < p and the maximum number q of sets x + Cp , with x e Cp , intersected by B , is independent of p. Let r = min{pc -y\/2: x, y € C~, x # y}.
It is proved in [2] and q is always bounded independently of p. The next step is to prove that, if C is not a finite set, there is a Borel probability distribution p supported by C such that p(x + C+) = l/2,+I for all / € N and x e C~~. We claim that if there is some overlapping it must occur over a countable set cf. To prove our claim assume x = £Ve7 a, = £we/ a' with I ^ J. We can also assume a, ^ o for all / e N. Let k be the least number in D = (I-J)u(J-J). We can assume i e I. Then ak = 2~ZSfc+i ^'ai > where <5, = -1 when i e (I -J), <5, = 0 when i e N -D, and <5, = 1 when i e (J -I). Hence, oo Y s-a' * Rk > i=k+l and this requires all <5,a,, i e D, to be collinear and D = {k, k+l, k+2, ...} , so that we can assume the series to be a real series except for a finite set of terms. We can assume that ak is positive. Then, by virtue of the above inequality, a, < 0 for all i > k, i el and a, > 0 for all i > k, i e J. This shows that the set / is uniquely determined except for the finite set of indices {/' € N: i < k}. This proves that cf is countable, since it can be obtained as a countable union of finite sets. Then we can distribute a unit mass uniformly over the family of sets {x + C,+ -cf} , ieN, x e C~ , by defining p({x + C+ } -cf) = 2~'~', and We can now prove assertion (ii). If C is a finite set then /?, = 0 for all i large enough and /(0) must be positive. Therefore, this case is trivial. If C is not finite then, by using in a standard way (see [2] ) the two previous results proved above, it can be shown that, for any ball B with radius small enough, p(B) < cf(\B\), where c is a positive constant independent of B. We then get H?(C) > 0 as a straightforward consequence of the "distribution mass principle" (see [6] ).
The following corollary of the theorem above states conditions for a function / to be an adequate function dimension for the set C associated to the series /(0) = 0.
3. Examples and applications (a) In some cases the above functional equation can be solved explicitly in terms of simple analytic functions. Let X) (°i)z' oe a binomial complex series with a < -1 and 0 < |z| < 1 -2x>a . Let C be the set associated to this series. 
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We can use the fact that
and, since |z| < 1 -21/a , we get (1 -|z|)Q -1 < 1 as required.
We now proceed to prove £i<log (a.J +(a+ l)log/< K2
with Kx, K2 constants. We will use this fact later.
we can write
Then, since limEUi[(a_ l)A + («+ l)log*'] = const and EUiC-a-l)2/2k2 is convergent, we get the required result. The inequalities 0 < liminf/(|(")z'|)2' < oo can be shown to be true by direct computation, using the fact that the sequence log a, + (a + 1) log z is bounded. Lastly, for any t < s, x' -< f(x) while, for any s < t, f(x) -< x'. This shows that the Hausdorff dimension of C is s. Q.E.D.
We remark that if a < -1 then xs -< f(x). Therefore, 0 < HS(C) < oo only when a = -1 and, for every a < -1, HS(C) = co. Moreover, if we write
hen, for a < a' < -I, fa>-fa*. Thus, if CQ)Z is the fractal set associated to the series E C?)z' and 5r = {z G C: |z| = r} with r < 1/2, then all sets in the family {Ca,2}, z G Sr, log2/log(l -|*|) < a < -I, have the same Hausdorff dimension, but the functions giving them finite and positive measure constitute a continuum power family of totally ordered dimension functions.
(b) In the case of the exponential complex series E z'/'' tne functional equation /(|a,-1) = 2~' can be solved in the following way: Let g be a real function defined over R+ by g(t) = |z|'/r(r), where T(t) is the Gamma function. Then there is an i0 G N such that g is analytic and strictly decreasing over (/0, oo). If either jc, = 0 for some i or 2 < X;/x/+t for all i large enough, then there exists an absolutely convergent real series E ai w^tn associated set C such that 0 < ///(C) < oo.
(b) Let f e %? be concave and nonidentically zero in some interval (0, b). Then f verifies the hypotheses of (a). Proof, (a) If Xi = 0 for some i then any finite series trivially satisfies the required conditions. Assume now that there exists an z"o such that 2 < Xj/xj+x for all j > z'o • Therefore, 2' < x,-0/x,-0+I-so that XjV < xJo2'° for all j > z0. We obtain the required series Efl; by taking x,--x,+i as a,. Then /?, = jc,-+i -limx, = Xj+X, since {x,} is decreasing and 2'x, is bounded. 
